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This ‘invention relates to the design andlcon 
struction of surfaces to bedriven through a fluid, 
and -in particular ‘through the air,- intended ‘to 
produce a'useful force component perpendicular ‘ 
t0 the relative velocity of the ‘fluid with respect " 
~to' the'surface; the/said useful force component 
will be‘refe-rredgtorhereinafter as v“lift,” and the 
said surfaces will "be referred to hereinafter as 
'“lifting surfaces.” 
‘The present application is a continuation in 

part of my co-ip'ending application entitled Fluid 
Ifoil liftingsurfacerrserial Number ‘683,815, ?led on 
{July 116; 1946, now Patent No. 2,441,758 of-May ‘18, 
-1948;~the general object-of which-is the-attain 
—ment of good"v stalling characteristics on lifting 
surfaces by means of a‘novel method-0f ?uid-foil 
selection,"wherein the mean-line camber-and ‘if 
‘necessary the thickness ratio of one ‘or vmore 
fluidefoil ‘sections interjacent "between the 2root 
and ‘the tip'o'f the lifting surface'rare varied :from 
the respective ‘values obtainable ‘by straightiline 
ifairing between the-root'and tip sections by ‘fol 
lowing the ‘subject methodof :the said co-pending 
‘application. . 

The 'g‘eneral'vobjects of the Iinvention speci?ed 
in the instant Tappli‘cationwa‘re ‘the attainment of 
{good stalling ‘characteristics, the elimination ‘of 
violent ‘rolling moments, “the ‘creation of‘ stable 
m‘o‘se-‘down- pitching- moments at the " stall. ‘the 
-niaintenance of adequate l‘laterale'controlv effec 
tiveness, the ' reduction of ' the ‘?uid-‘dynamic » drag, 
and (a reduction "of the “resulting “drag moment 
with respect-to the-root of‘the'lifting surface. 
Another object ‘of ‘the invention speci?ed-in‘the 

iristant'zapplication is ‘the ‘attainment- of espe- ' 
‘ciall'yihigh lifting-‘surface liftcoef?cie‘nts in those 
'designs" in which engineering’ considerations other 
‘than those pertaining solely ‘to the control of 
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‘stalling ‘characteristics. perr‘n‘it Y the "fluid-dynami- : 
.‘cal' design engineer to utilize interjacent'fluid-foil 
sections having a meaneline- ‘cambergr'eater I than 
the mean-line camber-of ‘the section at the root 
Tor-‘the section 'at the tip ‘of the lifting'lsurface, 
wherein the "spanwise location, "meanLline 'c'am 
*b‘er, and ; thickness - ratio ' of 1the said interi a'cent 
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'?uidefoil sections are defi'ned'fand?explained-inI 
the subject speci?cation of 5 this ‘ invention. 

’ Other objectslan'd?advantages will hex-apparent 
fromianexamiriati'on ‘of the" drawings "accom- ’ 
pan'ying the-instantlapplicationitaken in -'con- 4 
‘junction ‘with the followinglland in which: 
“Figure l < shows‘ 1a- -1schem'atic perspective view 

of a lifting surface’ ‘designed-Band‘ constructediac 
icbfding 7to the- niethod outlined in :the'issubje'ct 
speci?cation. 

Figure 2»‘illustrates ‘the spanwiseedistribution 
of actually prevailing section lift coefficients and 
the spanwis-e - distribution of - maximum attainable 
section lift \coefficientsron a typical ‘ lifting surface 
designed and constructed'acconding t0 the ‘sub 
=ject method of this invention. -_ 

Figure 3 illustrates the typical -~inception.iand 
growth of the :stall of alifting surface designed 
and constructed according to the subject :rnethod 
o'f'this invention. a ' ,: 

V ' Figure 4 illustrates the. procedure employed pin 
the ?nding of 'the » optimum spa-nwise wlocation of 
the third controlled fluid-foil section in "a ‘lifting 
vsurface designedwand constructed: according ‘to 
"the subject :methodlof this invention. . ; 

Figure v5 illustrates the ‘spa-nwise"distribution sQf 
actually. prevailing ‘section lift cCOE?'lClGIltS and 
‘the . spanwise': distribution -,of-:maximum attainable 
section vlift ~ coefficients ion-a typical iliftinjg :Sunface 
designed and constructed according Ito the ‘sub. 
ject metnodbf this invention; :the' ":tip :sectionwof 
said lifting surface having a thickness ';>ra,tijo 
smaller than the optimum [thickness ratio for lab, 
.solutely maximum attainableesectioniliftrcoe?'le 

. :cient for theseriesoft?uidefoiIsectiQnsEemDIQyed 
in the lifting surface. , , 

'A» ‘preferred embodiment -.of this -:invention is 
described in ‘the following speci?cation; vthepbroad. 
.scope ‘of the invention" is expressed in‘the claims 
concludingthe instantapplication. . . 

The invention consists of =novelrmethodssand 
(combinations of :methodsdescribed hereinafter, 
‘all ‘of vwhich contribute-to;produce;arsafe and rem- 

cient lifting surface. _ ' :Referring' to‘ thewidrawingsiforamoresspeci?dqde 

tails of the invention, ‘Figure I'ISBI'VGS‘tO illustrate 
---the ‘preferredsembodiment ofithis.inuenti0n~,cc0m 
sprisinga lifting‘ surface‘with threerorrmore‘ ‘felon 
.-trol1ed”fluid-foi1 sections, in which a section with 
a small mean-line camber l'is IOCBLtBdiidU-thé'fIfOOt 

\r‘of ' the lifting 1 surface; .1 av : section» with: a: greater 
‘mean-line camber >3 :Iis rlocated at fthet?uidady 
inamically ~ eff ectiver-tip of the», lifting: surface afthe 
actual tip fairing of‘the lifting surfacermaycom 
r-prise a faired :three-adimensional'?body ‘without 
identi?able mean-line camber, .whichzis =not~:.:of 
any consequence in the application of theesu-b 

.-~ject' invention) ,i-an-dione' or more interjacentysec 
:tions .2 ‘ are E selected cfollowing @the- method out 

lined below, said .t-interiacent l?uidefoiI ‘sections 
having values" of'the:meaneline-fcamberc'at Marie 
~ance with the‘ va1ues’4"obtainablerat thez-respecs 
>tive spanwise stations by~meansézofnstraightélline 
fairing» between .rthe. ?uid-sfoil wsectionwlocatcdeat 
the root and the ?uid-foil section located at the 
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tip of the lifting surface, wherein the respective 
values of the mean-line camber of one or more of 
the interjacent fluid-foil sections exceed the 
mean-line camber of the more highly cambered 
tip section. It shall be understood that the pre 
ceding considerations apply to all types of lifting 
surfaces regardless of the respective thickness 
ratios of the root and tip sections. It shall also 
be understood that additional considerations rel 
ative to the respective thickness ratios of the vari 
ous controlled fluid-foil sections are presented 
herein for lifting surfaces wherein the thickness 
ratio of the root section is the greatest, and the 
thickness ratio of the tip section is the smallest, 
respectively, of any ?uid-foil section employed in 
the lifting surface. > 
Figure 2 illustrates the preferred manner in 

which this invention, through the employment of 
the aforementioned method of ?uid-foil selec 
tion, achieves the establishment of a curvilinear 
polygon 5 describing the spanwise distribution of 
maximum attainable section lift coefficients, said 
curvilinear polygon‘ being so shaped that it en 
velops closely the curve 6 describing the spanwise 
distribution of the actually ‘prevailing section lift 
coefficients, except that beyond the spanwise 
point ‘I at which the highest actually prevailing 
section lift coe?icient occurs the maximum at 
tainable section lift coefficient exceeds substan 
tially the actually prevailing section lift coeffi 
cient, so that the stall inception occurs near mid 
semispan, spreads more prevalently inboardward 
and to a smaller extent outboardward as shown 
in orderly progression by curves l2, l3, l4, l5, and 
[6 in Figure 3, and does not involve the extreme 
tip of the lifting surface prior to the breakdown 
of the ?uid flow over the entire remaining lifting 
surface. As used herein the curvilinear polygon 
5 describing the spanwise distribution of maxi 
mum attainable section lift coefficients is estab 
lished by the respective values of the maximum 
attainable lift coefficients of the root section 9, 
the tip section 8, and the third or additional con 
trol section II, and by the respective maximum 
attainable lift coefficients 5 of the sections ob 
tained by conventional fairing between each pair 
of controlled sections 9--l I, ll-B, etc. 
The curve 6 describing the spanwise distribu 

tion of the actually prevailing section lift coeffi 
cients at the maximum lift coefficient of the lift 
ing surface is obtained by conventional methods 
of experimentally veri?ed calculation for the de 
sired lifting surface, taking into consideration the 
planform, effective aerodynamic washout, section 
lift-curve-slope characteristics, etc. 
The term “envelopment” as used herein signi~ 

?es the establishment of curvilinear polygon 5 on 
the convex side of the curve 6, wherein each indi 
vidual branch 9-! l, I|--8, and so forth of the 
curvilinear polygon 5 is tangent or nearly tan 
gent to curve 6. 
The following speci?cation outlines the method 

employed in the design of the subject lifting sur 
face of this invention, whereby to select the most 
opportune values of ?uid-foil section mean-line 
camber and ?uid-foil section thickness ratio re 
quired to achieve the objects of the instant in 
vention: 
To apply the subject method of this invention 

it is actually necessary to know only the planform 
of the lifting surface and the desired stall pat 
tern. Inasmuch as practical considerations other 
than those pertaining solely to the control of the 
stalling characteristics ordinarily predetermine 
certain design parameters of the lifting surface, 
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preferred embodiments of the subject method of 
this invention are hereinafter explained for two 
typical combinations of predetermined design 
parameters: 

In the ?rst typical con?guration the following 
design parameters, for example, are assumed to 
be given a priori: (a) the planform of the lifting 
surface, based on structural and practical design 
considerations; (b) the series of fluid-foil sections 
to be employed, based on high-speed and other 
performance requirements; (0) the maximum 
permissible effective aerodynamic washout, based 
on drag considerations and structural bending 
moment limitations; ((1) the thickness ratio of 
the ?uid-foil section at the root, based on the 
critical-Mach-Number requirements and struc 
tural weight considerations; (e) the thickness 
ratio of the ?uid-foil section at the tip, based on 
practical space requirements for control-surface 
balances, etc; (f) the maximum mean-line cam 
ber of any ?uid-foil section on the lifting surface, 
based on drag and pitching-moment limitations. 
The subject method of this invention is em 

ployed ?rstly to design the lifting surface with 
out any effective aerodynamic washout, that is, 
with the three or more controlled fluid-foil sec 
tions placed at such an angle of incidence with 
respect to the reference chord plane of the lift 
ing surface that the said ?uid-foil sections oper 
ate at their respective zero-lift angles of attack 
when the entire lifting surface operates at its 
angle of attack for zero overall lift. 
Based on fundamental experimental wind-tun 

nel data available for the preselected series of 
?uid-foil sections, graphs are plotted showing 
the variation in the maximum attainable sec 
tion lift coefficient versus the mean-line camber, 
thickness ratio, and Reynolds number, respec 
tively; similar graphs are plotted showing the 
variation in the section zero-lift angle of attack 
versus the mean-line camber, thickness ratio, 
and Reynolds number, respectively. 
For the spanwise location of the third and 

additional controlled sections 2 and II, the sub 
ject method of this invention utilizes preferably 
locations between the spanwise point of the high 
est actually prevailing section lift coef?cient ‘I 
and the spanwise point located twice as distantly 
from the tip 8 as point 1, with a preferable opti 
mum at the point H,‘ where the tangent to the 
inboard portion of the curve of spanwise dis-' 
tribution of the actually prevailing section lift 
coefficients 1, 8 intersects the horizontal tangent 
l 9 to the same curve, as shown in Figure 4. 

It will be understood, however, that inescap 
able practical design considerations may require 
that the additional controlled sections 2 and ‘ll 
be placed at spanwise stations located inside 
power plant nacelles or at those spanwise sta 
tions where the lifting surface is mechanically 
jointed for sudden changes in planform taper, 
or sweep-back, as is the case in craft‘ with re 
movable or foldable outboard panels. 
The thickness ratio obtainable at the third 

section II is calculated by straight-line inter 
polation between the root section and the tip 
section or is determined by such structural or 
other criteria of different nature as may be 
considered to prevail. However, the subject 
method of this invention teaches that best re 
sults are achieved if the thickness ratio of the 
tip section 3 is smaller than the optimum sec 
tion thickness ratio for absolutely maximum at 
tainable section lift coefficient of the ?uid-foil 
series chosen, and if the thickness ratio of the 
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third section} and.- l;l- ischosen'.edualzto/onsligl'it»v 
1y greater than the saidioptimum"thicknessgratio; 
sothat the optimum thickness ratio occurseither 
atwthe third. section 2 and II or. at a- spanwise 
location 2| near thepoint 22 of highest actually 
prevailing section lift coe?icient. 
The; approximate maximum attainable lift c0. 

e?‘lcient of theentirelifting surface for. appropri 
ategvalues. of the. Reynolds number is estimated‘. 
for example by dividing the. maximum attain. 
ablesection lift coef?cient of the third" ?uide 
foil. section (obtained from the aforementioned; 
wind-tunnel data for the selected values of the 
section thickness ratio and the maximum permisa 
sible-meaneline camber) by the highestspanwisa 
value of the “additional section lift coefficient 

01 i )7 
8l 

(as. de?ned in Army-Navy-Commerce Manual 
ANC-1(1) entitled “Spanwise Air-Load Distribu 
tion”), as follows: 

C; of ‘ interjacent section 
max CL lmu_ in 

lhilhesr 

and by- repeating this operation with checks of 
the Reynolds number of the said most highly 
cambered interjacent section as. speci?ed in the. 
co-pending application, until the maximum at— 
tainable lift coefficient of the lifting surface. is‘ 
accurately determined. 
The spanwise distribution 6 of the actually 

prevailing section lift coemcients is then calcu 
lated for the maximum liftcoef?cient Crmx of‘ 
the entire lifting surface, following oneof'the. 
conventional calculation methods. 
For the Reynolds number and‘ the pro-selected. 

thickness ratio of the tip section, the required’. 
value of the mean-line camber is determined; 
from the graph showing. the experimentally 
measured variation of‘ the maximum. attainable. 
section lift coefficient with varying. mean-line. 
camber, selecting that value ofv the mean-line 
camber that produces av maximum. attainable... 
section lift coe?icient 8i substantially equal to. 
the highest actually prevailing section lift coefll; 
cient'l; 
For the Reynolds number and the pre-selected. 

thickness ratio of the root section,v the required. 
value of- the‘. mean-line camber is determined 
from’ the graph showing the experimentally meas 
ured variation ofthe' maximum attainable. sec 
tion- lift coe?icient with varying mean-line. cam- 
ber, selecting that value. of the mean-line, cam. 
b‘er that-produces a maximum attainable section, 
lift~coef?cient 9 equal to or slightly superiorv to. 
the section lift coe?icient (0 actually prevail 
ing" over the root' section. 
From the foregoing, it will be readily seen. 

that‘. the lifting surface obtained by the inven 
tion; and defined by the curvilinear polygon 5', 
embodies the combination of a ?uid-foil section. 
I" or- 9 having the smallest mean-line camber at 
the rootLa?uid-foil section 3 or. 8 having a great-. 
er- mean-line camber at the tip, and one orv 
more interjacent controlled sections 2 or ll.v hav 
ing values of’ the mean-line camber at variance. 
with‘ the» values 4 obtainable at the respective 
spanwise stationsv by means‘of straightlinefai'r 
ing between the root section and the tip sec 
tion, wherein the mean-line camber of the third; 
or an additional interjacent controlled section 
exceeds the mean-line camber of the morehighly 
cambered tip section, while avoiding the. uncle.- » 
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sirablenefl'ects ofzany materlalaamountzofiaerodys. 
namicawashin: 

If; forgreasonszother than: those pertaining sole-_ 
lysto the.control‘-:of*stalling characteristics,v wash_-. 

I outx-isvdesired, aasmall' amount: of.‘ effective" aero-. 
dynamiczwashoutris.introduced, 1/2” to 1° in. each 
step: of‘; the: application; of? the method, wherein 
the;itotalieffective.v aerodynamic: washout is; dis 
tributedp-in appropriate: fashion’ between» the con; 
trolled sections .andrwherea the. total: washout is. 
lessithan the. maximum; permissible washout. as 
de?nedimthe aforesaid initial design assump 
tions; The ventire. heretoforespeci?ed' procedure. 
including the establishment. of‘ a curve 6' con! 
fornringzto. the-washout; chosen is then repeated. 
forrztl'ie selected: amount.‘ of reflective . aerodynamic 
washout; until the! desired‘ results‘ aswillustratedr 
ilCh'FIglH-ES: 2 ‘and; 3, are attained while satisfying. 
the; aforesaid; requirementsaof di?erent nature. 
Atypical} example of:=the: application of the‘ 

principles‘ of. this-invention to one. well-known: 
type of lifting. surface. is‘ as follows: Here we: 
assume av planformtaperratio of-three to\ one, 
anuaspect. ratio>of ten; a total. effective aero 
dynamic. washout: of‘ zero. degree, a section thick‘ 
ness ratio-tapering linearlyfrom 22'per centtat. 
the.:roo.t1to: 15 per cent at thetip, the‘ utiliza» 
tion of “63-” series NACA “low-drag” fluid-foil:v 
sections,..a; mean-line‘. camber‘ of‘ the. mosthighly 
cambereda. controlled section. .21: characterized by 
an:.“idea11~lift coefficient” C11. equal to. 0:4‘. The} 
term. “ideal lift'coef?cient’." is to be interpreted’ 
315;‘.(18?h?d‘ by- the. National? Advisory Committee 
for. Aeronautics nomenclature and is herein used? 
as:. a; parameter characteristic of .> the mean-line. 
camberzof a. fluid-foil section. Calculationsbased 
onconventionalmethods will indicate that a lift. 
ing;~.surface= having: the above general designpa 
rameters .will; experience; at .its maximum‘ result? 
antzli-ft: coefficient; adistributi'onpf sectionilift-cm. 
efficients Ias illustrated‘in. curvea?; 
Following the procedures 'hereinbefore de- 

scribed, we. achieve in the: above-outlined con-. 
struction the: desirable- stalling= characteristics: 
taughtavby this invention; by. placing; thermost: 
highlywambered. controlled section- . at a:. station 
approximately.- ’70' per cent‘of .the semi-span from 
the;ro.ot;andiwith an; effective'aero dynamic. wash- 
out; ofczero; degree withrespect' to the root sec. 
tion and": through: the “use. of mean-line. camber. 
ofgthelrootzsection'. I.. characterized by an "ideal 
lift coefficient” C151. equal; to: 0:1,.and a mean-line 
camber of the tip section_3 characterized by an 
“ideal lift coefficient” C1i equal to 0.35. ~ 
In this structural example the mean-line cam 

' ber of; the- interjacentl controlled section 2 is 

60: 

“ bodiedin various devices‘ wherein the thickness 

75; 

greater than that of the root sect-ion l = and of" 
thettip- section 3; andihencergreater than that 
off‘thelinterpolatedi section 4 obtainable at-the 
70in per cent semi-span station: by\~means" of~ 
straight-line»fairingbetween'sections I ‘and 3, 
and which accomplishes-r the envelopment' of 
curves?sby ~ the I curvilinear polygon '5‘. 

»It willv be" fully. appreciated by those skilled inv 
thisa'art that. the invention may be- readily em 

ratio of-the interjacent section 21 is varied'from 
that obtainable through<straight+line fairing be-.. 
tween root: section. Land-tip. section 31in. order 
to~~facilitate the attainment. of: the objectives of 
thisainventionwith the: smallest possible range 
of.v.a1ues_--of“ section mean-line camber. 
The. second typical; con?guration differs. from.» 

the,<?rst, in\, that . twov interiacentg SBCtiODSl 2a . may» 
be.-z.;uti_1ized’. Hence, the. following: design pas. 
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rameters are assumed to‘be given: a priori: .(a) 
The plan form of the lifting surface; (b)- the 
series of ?uid-foil sections to be employed and 
their ?uid-dynamic characteristics; (0) the 
maximum permissible effective aerodynamic 
washout; (d) the thicknessratios of the ?uid 
foil section at the root and of the ?uid-foil sec 
tion at the tip, respectively; (e) the maximum 
mean-line camber to be assigned to any fluid; 
foil section on the lifting surface. 
The number of interjacent “controlled” ?uid 

foil. sections, in this case, is not limited. The 
following representative speci?cation applies to 
the case of two interjacent' controlled fluid-foil 
sections; however, the reasonings speci?ed there 
in are obviously usable in the design of lifting 
surfaces with a different number of interjacent 
controlled sections. Here it will be understood 
that the values of the mean-line camber. of one 
or more of the interjacent controlledv sections 2 
are greater than that of the more highly cam 
bered tip section 3, while one or more of the 
remaining interjacent controlled sections 2 may 
be either greater or smaller thanthat of the 
aforementioned tip section 3, depending on the 
range of section thickness ratios encountered be 
tween the root ‘and the tip of the lifting sur 
face. 
In this case the instant method teaches that 

the optimum spanwise location for the interja 
cent ?uid-foil section having the greatest mean 
line camber is in the vicinity of the spanwise 
station carrying the highest actually prevailing 
section lift coefficient 1, and that the optimum 
spanwise location for the second interjacent' 
?uid-foil section is point IT, where the tangent. 
at the root to the curve of spanwise distribution 
of the actually prevailing section lift coe?icients 
l8 intersects‘the horizontal tangent [9 to the 
same curve, as shown in Figure 4. The instant‘ 
method also teaches that best stalling character 
istics are obtained by assigning to the two or 
more interjacent fluid-foil sections valuesof the'i 
section thickness ratio that, for the series‘ of‘ 
fluid-foil sections selected, yield the absolutely 
maximum attainable section lift coefficients. ' 
The approximate maximum attainable lift co 

efficient of the entire lifting surface is estimated 
by dividing the maximum attainable section‘ lift 
coefficient of the most highly cambered fluid-foil 
section by the highest spanwise value of the 
“additional section lift coefficient ' . ' , 

.01"! . 
in a, manner substantially similar to that previ-v 
ously outlined. ' ._ s ' 

,The spanwise distribution of the actually pre-, 
vailing section lift coef?cients 23 is then calcue 
lated for the maximum lift coef?cient of the en-. 
tire lifting surface as previously outlined. , 
For the Reynolds number of the additional in 

terjacent ?uid-foil section, preferably located at 
the spanwise station ll abovede?ned, the re 
quired value of the mean-line camber and if nee 
essary the thickness ratio is determined substan-. 
tially as outlined for the fluid-foil section II in 
the co-pending application. ' _ 

> The value of the mean-line camber of the fluidi 
foil section located at the tip of the lifting sur-‘ 
face is not of consequence in the application 
of the subject method of this invention, pro- 
vided that the maximum attainable section lift 
coefficients represented by the curved segment: 
connecting .1.points .2 2. ’ and <20 Figure 5‘ ‘remains " 
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subst'antially- above the curve‘v of actually 'p'r'el" 
vailing section lift coe?icients 23; ' ' 5 

c If the designer intends to achieve positive‘stall' 
inception in a‘ce'rtain spanwise panel of the lifting 
surface, the subject method of this invention 
specifies that in either of the aforedescribed de 
sign procedures the mean-line camber and thick 
ness'ratios, as well as the spanwise location, of 
the sections comprised within or adjacent to the 
panel forwhich stall inception is desired be so 
selected that within the “stall inception panel” 
the curve of maximum attainable section lift co 
efficients lies slightly below the curve of actually 
prevailing section lift coefficients, without modi 
fying the aforedescribed relationship of the maxi 
mum attainable section lift coe?icients and the 
actually prevailing section lift coefficients on the 
remainder of the semispan of the lifting surface 
outside of the “stall-inception panel” proper._ ., 
,"If, 'in any of the aforedescribed cases, the lift-,_ 
ing surface under consideration is modi?ed by" 
excrescences such as, for example, power-plant 
nacelles, or flaps that modify the local zero-lift 
angle and the local maximum attainable section 

: lift coefficient, the calculation of the maximum 
attainable section lift coe?icients and of the effec 
tive washout at the various spanwise stations‘ 
takes due account of the effects of these modi?ca-f 
tions ‘by introducing “equivalent values” of the 
effective washout and section mean-line camber 
into the subject method of this invention. 
Uponcompletion of the procedure outlined for 

the’ subject method of this invention, the zero~. 
lift angles of the fluid-foil sections selected thus-f" 
1y are determined for their respective mean-line 
cambers, thickness ratios, and Reynolds numbers, 
and each ?uid-foil section is set properly with 
respect to the reference chord‘ plane of the lift-, 
ing surface, so that the desired effective washout’ 
is achieved. ' . 

' By practicing my invention a lifting surface‘can 
be designed and constructed to achieve the ob 
jects hereinbefore stated. . 

Theoretical calculations, as well as numerous. 
tests performed in ?ight and in the laboratory, 
have demonstrated convincingly that each of the 7 
objects of this invention has been fully achieved. 
The inventor wishes it to be clearly understood 

that the generally judged excellently satisfactory. 
stalling characteristics of lifting surfaces designed. 
and ‘constructed according to the subject methodv 
of this invention are directly attributable to the. 
u'seyof three (or more) controlled ?uid-foil sec-f 
tions selected according to the hereinbefore specie.‘ 
fled method of this invention, and to the afore-.; 
described method employed in the design of ‘such: 
lifting surfaces. 
This invention accomplishes an important im7 

provement in the art, and the discoveries herein 
disclosed are of great value to all types of air~1 
craft (as well’ as to craft operating in other 
fluids), throughout their entire operating range, 
and especially in the critical low-speed operation 
where steadiness of lift and lift variation, stability . 
of the craft, control effectiveness, and smooths, 
ness and stability of control forces are of vital 
importance for the safety and efliciency of the 
craft; also in violent maneuvers at high speeds. 
when high liftingsurface lift coefficients com-. 
parable with those occurring at the low-speed 
stall areencountered and even temporarily sur 
passed. a - 

, I claim: 

l_. A lifting surface with three or more 76‘ ti'olled ?uid-foil‘ section's, in'which the ?rst sec; 
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tion with a small meanlline' camber is'located ‘at 
the root, the second section with greater mean 
line camber is located at the ?uid-dynamically 
effective tip, and the third or additional ?uid 
foil sections are‘located at stations interjacent 
between the root and the tip, wherein the values 
of the mean-line camber of the interjacent ?uid 
foil sections are at variance with the values ‘of 
the mean-line camber obtainable at the ‘respec 
tive'spanwise stations by means of straight-line 
fairing'between the ?uid-foil section located ‘at 
the root of the lifting surface and the ?uid-foil 
section located at the tip of the'lifting surface, 
and ‘wherein the mean-line ‘camber of one or 
more of the interjacent ?uid-foil sections exceeds 
the mean-line camber of the more highly cam 
bered 'tip section, said three or more controlled 
fluid-foil sections having values of the mean-line 
camber selected in such manner that the result 
ing spanwise distribution of maximum attain 
able section lift coef?cients of the three or more 
controlled sections forms a curvilinear polygon 
enveloping a curve representing the spanwise dis 
tribution of section vlift coefficients prevailing at 
the maximum attainable lift coe?icient of the 
lifting surface, for a given planform and dis 
carding the effect ‘of any material amount of 
aerodynamic washin. 

'2. A ‘lifting surface with three or more con 
trolled ‘?uid-foil sections adapted to provide stall 
inception within a predetermined interval ‘of 
spanwise stations, in which the ?rst section with 
asmall meanéline camber is located at the root, 
the second‘section with ‘greater mean-line cam 
ber 'is located at the ?uid-dynamically effective 
tip,-and‘ the thirdor'additional fluid-foil sections 
are vlocated at stations interjacen't between the 
root and the tip, wherein ‘the values of the mean 
llne camber of the interjacent ?uid-foil sections 
are at variance With'the values of'the mean-line 
camber obtainable at therespectivespanwise sta— 
tions by ‘means of straight-line fairing between 
the “fluid-foil section vlocated at the root of the 
lifting surface and'the’?u'id-foil'section'located at 
the tip of the lifting ‘surface, and wherein the 
mean-éline camber of one or more ‘of the inter 
jacent ?uid-foil sections exceeds the‘mean-line 
camber of the more'hi'ghly cambered tip section, 
said'ithree or more controlled ?uid-foil sections 
having :values of the mean-*ilne camber selected 
in such ‘manner that ‘the resulting spanwise :dis 
tribution of maximum attainable section lift co 
e'?icien'ts' of the-three or more controlled sections 
form-s a-v’curvilinear‘polygon enveloping a curve 
representing thelspanwise distribution of section 
lift coe?i'cien'ts prevailing at the'maximum at 
tainable lift coefficient of the ‘lifting surface, *for 
aig‘iven planform and discarding’the e‘?ec‘t‘of any 
material amount of aerodynamic washin, and 
thatthe said'polygonirepresenting the resulting 
spanwise“ distribution of maximum attainable 
section lift coefficients be so shaped that‘ the ‘?rst 
intersection with the curve representing the span 
Wisewdistribution of'sprevailing section ‘lift co 
ef?cients'occurs inithat‘interval of spanwise sta 
tionsi‘for which r'stallF inception’ ‘is ':to ‘be obtained. 

A ilifting surface with-‘three or "more con 
trolled‘fluidefoilisections, in‘ which the ‘first sec 
tion ‘withra ‘small mean-"line camber and ' greatest 
thickness ratio isilocated rat‘ the ‘root, the ‘second 
section with greaterlmeanélinecamber: and small 
esttthickness‘ratio is located at the fluid-dynami 
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cally'iieffective “tip,'rand‘ the third or additional , 
?uid-foil sections "areilv'located at stations ‘inter 
.ianent ibetweenithemootsand‘the Ttip, whereinfthe 75 

110 
values ofithe thickness .ratio of the interjacent 
?uid-foil sections ‘are ‘greater than the values or 
the thickness ratio vobtainable at the respective 
spanwise stations by means of straight-line ‘fair 
ing" between the ‘fluid-foil section located at the 
root of ‘the ‘lifting surface and the ?uid-‘foil sec 

' tionilocated» at the tipof'the‘lifting surface, ‘and 
wherein the mean-line camber of one or‘ more ~01 
the interjacent ?uid-foil sections exceeds “the 
mean-"line camber of the more‘highlycambered 
tip section. 

“4. A ‘lifting surface with ‘three ‘or more con 
trolled ‘fluid-foil sections, in which the ‘?rst'sec 
tion W'ith'asmall mean-line camber is located “at 
the root,‘the second ‘section with greater mean 
line 'camber is "located ‘at the ‘fluid-dynamically 
effective tip, and the third or additional ?uid 
foil sections are located at stations interja'cen't 
between ‘the root and the tip, wherein the values 
of ‘the thickness ‘ratio of the interjacent fluid 
foil ‘sections are at variance with the values ‘er 
the thickness ratio obtainable ‘at the respective 
spanwiseistations ?'‘by means ‘of straight-‘line-ifair 
in'gfbetween the "?uid-foil section ‘located at=4the 
root'lo'f the ‘lifting'surface and the ?uid-‘foil sec 
tion ‘located ~at the tip vo'f'the lifting surface, ‘and 
wherein ‘the i-mean-line camber of one or'more 
of'fthe rinterjacent fluid-foil sections exceeds 1‘the 
mean-line camber -:of the ‘more‘highly Ycamberé'd 
tip section, said three or vmore controlled fluid 
foil sections having values of 'the'mean-line cam 
berand" the thickness ratio selected in such-man 
nertthat “the resulting spanwise distribution or 
maximum attainable Isectio'n “lift coemcients of 
the three ‘or "more ‘ controlled sections ‘forms a 
curvilinear-polygonenveloping-a-curve‘represent— 
ing‘ the :spanw‘ise ‘distribution of section ‘lift 'co 
efficients ‘prevailing at the maximum attainable 
lift coefficient of‘thelifting surface,'for ai-given 
planform ~¢andxdiscarding the effect o'f'any mate-' 
rialvamount of aerodynamic washin. 

*A lifting- vsurface with ‘three or more *con 
trolled’ ?uid-"foil L sections adapted to ‘provide stall 
inception within a predetermined interval ‘of 
spanwise'>‘stations, ‘in ‘which ‘the ‘?rst section with 
a:small~mean-line camber is located at the=root. 
the .second ‘section with greater mean-line ‘cam 
ber'is'located'at the ?uid-dynamically effective 
tip,v and-‘the third or additional ‘?uid-foil sections 
are located<at 'I'station's interjacent between the 
rooti-an'd‘the tip, wherein the values of the‘ thick 
ness 'ratio of the interjacent ?uid-foil sections 
are at varian-cevwith the values of the thickness 
ratio obtainable at the respective spanwise sta 
tions Eby "means of 3straight-‘line fairing between 
the "fluid-‘foil'<section'located at the root of the 
liftingisurface xarid‘the ?uid-foil section located 
at'fthe‘tip of the lifting surface, and wherein’the 
mean-line camber of one ‘or more of the inter 
jacent “?uid-"foil sections vexceeds the 'mean-line 
camber of the more i'higlily‘cam'bered‘tip section, 
said‘three ‘or more controlled ?uid-foil sections 
having'vvaluesof the‘mean-line camber and the 
thickness‘ratio selected'in such manner thatthe 
resulting spanwise distribution of maximum “at 
tainabl-e section lift coefficients of the'three "or 
more-controlled sections forms'a curvilinear‘poly 
gon enveloping a curve representing the span 
wise distribution -of ‘section lift coefficients pre 
vailing at themaximum ‘attainable lift coefficient 
of .the ‘lifting surface, for ‘a given vplanforrn and 
discarding the effect of ‘,any material amount'of 
aerodynamic vwashin, andthat thesai'd resulting 
spanw'ise distribution of maximum attainable 
sectionjlift'coeii‘icients‘lbe so shaped that thei?rst 
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intersection with the spanwise distribution "of 
prevailing section lift coefficients occurs in that 
interval of spanwise stations for which stall in 
ception is to be obtained. ' 

6. A lifting surface with three or more con 
trolled ?uid-foil sections, and having a highest 
actually prevailing section lift coefficient at a pre— 
determined spanwise station, in which the ?rst 
section with a small mean-line camber is located 
at the root, the second section with greater mean 
line camber is located at the ?uid-dynamically 
effective tip, and one of the interjacent fluid 
foil vsections is located near a spanwise point 
where a tangent to the inboard portion of the 
curve representing the spanwise distribution of 
actually prevailing section lift coei’?cients, for a 
given planform and discarding the effect of any 
material amount of aerodynamic washin, inter 
sects a substantially horizontal tangent to the 
highest point of the same curve, wherein the 
values of the mean-line camber of the interja 
cent ?uid-foil sections are greater than the val 
ues of the mean-line camber obtainable at the 
respective spanwise stations by means of straight 
line fairing between the ?uid-foil section located 
at the root of the lifting surface and the fluid 
foil section located at the tip of the lifting sur-~ 
face, and wherein the mean-line camber of one 
or more of the interjacent ?uid-foil sections ex 
ceeds the mean-line camber of the more highly 
cambered tip section. 

'7. A lifting surface with three or more con 
trolled ?uid-foil sections, and having a highest 
actually prevailing section lift coei?cient at a 
predetermined spanwise station, in which the 
?rst section with a small mean-line camber and 
greatest thickness ratio is located at the root,‘ 
the second section with greater mean-line cam 
ber and smallest thickness ratio is located at‘ 
the ?uid-dynamically effective tip, and one of 
the interjacent ?uid-foil sections is located near 
a spanwise point where a tangent to the inboard 
portion of a curve representing the spanwise dis 
tribution of actually prevailing section life coe?i-' 
cients, for a given planform, and discarding the 
effect of any material amount of aerodynamic 
washin, intersects a substantially horizontal tan-' 
gent to the highest point of the same curve,‘ 
wherein the values of the thickness ratio of the 
interjacent ?uid-foil sections are greater than 
the values of the thickness ratio obtainable at 
the respective spanwise stations by means of 
straight-line fairing between the ?uid-foil sec 
tion located at the root of the lifting surface and 
the ?uid-foil section located at the tip of the lift~ 
ing surface, and wherein the mean-line camber 
of one or more of the interjacent fluid-foil sec 
tions exceeds the mean-line camber of the more 
highly cambered tip section. 

8. A lifting surface with three or more con 
trolled ?uid-foil sections, and having a- highest 
actually prevailing section lift coe?icient at a 
predetermined spanwise station, in which the 
?rst section with a small mean-line camber is 
located at the root, the second section with 
greater mean-line camber is located at the ?uid 
dynamically effective tip, and two of the inter 
jacent ?uid-foil sections are located respectively 
near the spanwise station of highest actually pre 
vailing section lift coe?lcient and near a span 
wise point where a tangent to the inboard por 
tion of a curve representing the spanwise dis 
tribution of actually prevailing section lift coe?h 
cients, for a given planform and discarding the 
effect of any material amount of aerodynamic 
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12 
washin, intersects the horizontal tangent to the 
highest point of a substantially same curve, 
wherein the values of the mean-line camber of 
the interjacent ?uid-foil sections are greater 
than the values of the mean-line camber obtain; 
able at the respective spanwise stations by means 
of straight-line fairing between the ?uid-foil sec 
tion located at the root of the lifting surface and 
the ?uid-foil section located at the tip of the 
lifting surface, and wherein the mean-line cam 
ber of one or more of the interjacent ?uid-foil 
sections exceeds the mean-line camber of they 
more highly cambered tip section. 

9. A lifting surface with three or more con- 
trolled ?uid-foil sections, and having a highest 
actually prevailing section lift coe?icient at a 
predetermined spanwise station, in which the ?rst 
section with a small mean-line camber and great-i 
est thickness ratio is located at the root, the 
second section with greater mean-line camber is 
located at the ?uid-dynamically effective tip, and 
two of the interjacent fluid-foil sections are 10- 
cated respectively near the spanwise station of 
highest actually prevailing section lift coefficient 
and near a spanwise point where a tangent to 
the inboard portion of a curve representing the 
spanwise distribution of actually prevailing sec 
tion lift coefficients, for a given planform and 
discarding the effect of any material amount of 
aerodynamic washin, intersects a substantially 
horizontal tangent to the highest point of the, 
same curve, wherein the values of the thickness 
ratio of the interjacent ?uid-foil sections are 
greater than the values of the thickness ratio ob 
tainable at the respective spanwise stations by 
means of straight-line fairing between the ?uid 
foil section located at the root of the lifting sur 
face and the ?uid-foil section located at the tip 
of the lifting surface, and wherein the mean 
line camber of one or more of the interjacent 
?uid-foil sections exceeds the mean-line camber 
of the more highly cambered tip section. 

10. A lifting surface with three or more con 
trolled ?uid-foil sections, in which the ?rst sec 
tion with a small mean-line camber and greatest 
thickness ratio is located at the root, the second 
section with greater mean-line camber and small 
est thickness ratio is located at the ?uid-dynami 
cally effective tip, and the third or additional 
?uid-foil sections are located at stations inter 
jacent between the root and the tip, wherein the 
values of the thickness ratio of the interjacent 
?uid-foil sections are smaller than the values of. 
the thickness ratio obtainable at the respective 
spanwise stations by means of straight-line fair 
ing between the ?uid-foil section located at the 
root of the lifting surface and the ?uid-foil sec 
tion located at the tip of the lifting surface, and 
wherein the mean-line camber of one or more 
of the interjacent ?uid-foil sections exceeds the 
mean-line camber of the more highly cambered 
tip section. 

11. A lifting surface with three or more con 
trolled fluid-foil sections, and having a highest 
actually prevailing section lift coemcient at a 
predetermined spanwise station, in which the ?rst 
section with a small mean-line camber and great 
est thickness ratio is located at the root, the‘ 
second section with greater mean-line camber 
and smallest thickness ratio is located at thev 
fluid-dynamically effective tip, and one of the 
interjacent ?uid-foil sections is located near a 
spanwise point where a tangent to the inboard 
portion of a curve representing the spanwise dis--v 
tribution of actually prevailing section'lift co-l 
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e?‘icients, for a given planform and discarding 
the effect of any material amount of aerody 
namic washin, intersects a substantially horizon 
tal tangent to the highest point of the same 
curve, wherein the Values of the thickness ratio 
of the interjacent ?uid-foil sections are smaller 
than the values of the thickness ratio obtainable 
at the respective spanwise stations by means of 
straight-line fairing between the fluid-foil sec 
tion located at the root of the lifting surface and 
the ?uid-foil section located at the tip of the 
lifting surface, and wherein the mean-line cam~ 
her of one or more of the interjacent ?uid-foil 
sections exceeds the mean-line camber of the 
more highly cambered tip section. 

12. A lifting surface with three or more con 
trolled ?uid-foil sections, and having a highest 
actually prevailing section lift coe?icient at a 
predetermined spanwise station, in which the 
?rst section with a small mean-line camber and 
greatest thickness ratio is located at the root, 
the second section with greater mean-line cam 
ber and smallest thickness ratio is located at the 
?uid-dynamically effective tip, and two of the 
interjacent ?uid-foil sections are located respec 
tively near the spanwise station of highest actu 
ally prevailing section lift coefficient and near 
a spanwise point where a tangent to the inboard 
portion of a curve representing the spanwise dis 
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tribution of actually prevailing section lift co 
efficients, for a given planform and discarding 
the e?‘ect of any material amount of aerodynamic 
washin, intersects a substantially horizontal tan 
gent to the highest point of the same curve, 
wherein the values of the thickness ratio of the 
interjacent ?uid-foil sections are smaller than 
the values of the thickness ratio obtainable at 
the respective spanwise stations by means of 
straight-line fairing between the ?uid-foil sec 
tion located at the root of the lifting surface 
and the ?uid-foil section located at the tip of 
the lifting surface, and wherein the mean-line 
camber of one or more of the interjacent fluid 
foil sections exceeds the mean-line camber of the 
more highly cambered tip section. 

MAURICE A. GARBELL. 
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